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ABSTRACT

The rapid progression of technology has led to web-based e-Health systems migrating to mobile device systems known as m-Health apps. Past researchers gave guidelines on the general e-Health, but the usability guidelines for m-Health apps were lacking. General guidelines are challenging to refer to when developing mobile apps with specific domains and complex functionalities. However, the absence of specific m-Health guidelines has made it challenging to design a quality and suitable app if it follows the general guidelines. Hence, specific usability guidelines for specific domains and complex functionalities apps with quality and sound research were developed to ensure the users get the best usable app. This study aims to produce a m-Health usability guideline for the clinical-based app of clinical coding and grouping for healthcare users. A total of ten participants participated in this study, which were fell into three categories; namely four industrial practitioners in the field of UI/UX, four experts with more than 20 years of experience in UI/UX and usability expertise, and two end-users, which consist of doctors and lecturers in public health and clinical coding. The data were collected through semi-structured interviews, allowing the participants to share feedbacks and comments to improve the usability guidelines and prototype for clinical coding and grouping of the m-Health app. The four participants from the expert categories had undergone usability evaluations, namely heuristic evaluations, while the two end-users’ groups had engaged in cognitive walkthroughs to improve the usability guidelines and the app’s prototype. The transcript of the interviews and usability evaluations were transcribed for thematic analysis using Nvivo software. The emerging themes were categorised into legibility and readability consisting of sub-themes font, icon, label and logo, buttons, and visual design that includes the sub-theme, theme and style, illustration and animation and colour. The emerging themes were a few vital usability components that were taken into consideration during the development of the m-Health app. The study highlights some of the usability components that were the foundation of the usability guidelines and the prototypes developed may be used by researchers and developers to develop the clinical-based m-Health app in the future. The usability guidelines and the clinical coding and grouping m-Health app prototype can be further tested towards other m-Health apps with similar features and between more experts and other wider audiences, such as older age groups and colour-blind people to produce a more robust and holistic app that is universally suited for all people. Moreover, the expansion from a medium-fidelity prototype to a high-fidelity app was also encouraged for future researchers and developers.
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INTRODUCTION

Technology advancements have brought about a paradigm shift from a web-based information system that relies on desktop computers and laptops to an information system based on mobile devices\(^1\). The health sector is keeping pace with this modernisation by adopting technological advancements in mobile devices, such as tablets and smartphones, and developing m-Health apps\(^2\). m-Health apps are part of e-Health, which has many positive aspects regarding information access, efficient and effective service delivery\(^3\). With m-Health technology, the health sector would further complement it with the e-Health system by providing users with more efficient and convenient health information service and delivery\(^4\). The m-Health apps complement the web-based e-Health system\(^5\). It also demonstrated increased in quality and care coverage, access improvement, and more effective, prompt, and timely medical information sharing. Additionally, using these apps on mobile devices allows them to be accessed just about anywhere. Three issues prompt the need for guidelines for the m-Health app, with the theme of a clinical-based app in the study. The first issue was that usability could contribute to failure in an m-Health app if the researchers, designer, and developers do not thoroughly emphasize its importance. Plus, the involvement of usability researchers in design was, however, not widely practiced and not given in-depth emphasis, hence the need for further research in theoretical and empirical studies\(^6\)-\(^9\). Furthermore, usability should be systematically considered in every study phase, not just at the beginning or end of phases in research\(^8\)-\(^10\).

The shift to focus on the clinical-based app, specifically for clinical coding and grouping features was more prominent as it has more target users, which the app can be developed for healthcare professionals and patients\(^11\). Moreover, no clinical-based m-Health app has yet been developed by researchers, interface designers, developers and experts. The absence of
specific usability guidelines focusing on the clinical-based m-Health app also caused the developer to be unable to develop high-quality clinical coding and grouping app. Usability in the guidelines was also considered in developing the clinical-based m-Health app, as it is a quality feature that enables users to use the app with ease and better performance. An appropriate and precise interface design is essential for m-Health app to deliver health information and services efficiently and effectively while simultaneously improving the healthcare professionals’ quality of patient care. The m-Health app for clinical coding and grouping has the potential to be an additional support and solution to the existing clinical coding software, complement its shortcomings, and support the clinical coding professionals.

The ICD-10 and ICD-9-CM were classification systems published by the World Health Organisation (WHO), and were specifically used as a reference to develop the prototype app for clinical coding and grouping in the study. The ICD-10 and ICD-9-CM classify all diagnoses, symptoms, and procedures into coded structures recorded by healthcare professionals specialising in clinical coding. These classification systems were well-known and familiar references among healthcare professionals. Figure 1 illustrates that clinical coding and grouping apps were among the least frequently used apps by healthcare professionals during clinical practice. The lowest rate of four percent was indicated as a research gap to further explore the study.

![Figure 1: Apps Frequently Used By Healthcare Professionals](image)

**METHODODOLOGY**

**Study Design and Participant Recruitment**

A qualitative study was conducted among participants in user interface (UI) design and development, m-Health design, development and UI/UX, and doctors in the clinical coding field. This study has four phases, namely theoretical analyses, empirical studies, guidelines development, and usability evaluation. The study was conducted by analysing the results of the theoretical data based on literature reviews from past researchers, empirical data, and usability data. Interviews were carried out with a total of ten participants, who were separated into three categories, namely industrial practitioners, experts, and end-users. Four were industrial practitioners, including UI designer, mobile app developer, UI/UX designer, and automation tester engineer. The other four participants were categorised as experts as they had 10 or more years of experience, which consists of UI/UX expert, system domain expert, health system expert, hybrid mobile app developer. The end-users were practicing doctors and lecturers in public health and clinical coding. Table 1 below shows the participants’ information regarding the field of expertise, position, and years of service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health computer apps</th>
<th>4%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical coding and grouping apps</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health calculator apps</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication guide apps</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants in the three categories were assigned the code ‘P’ for industrial practitioners, ‘E’ for experts, and ‘U’ for end-users.

A prototype was then developed based on the themes found during the thematic analysis of the theoretical and empirical phases. The guidelines development phase continued with continuous improvements implemented on the guidelines and the prototype. The final phase of this research was the evaluation of the guidelines through usability evaluation and prototype testing by four experts and two end-users. Usability evaluation and prototype testing between four experts that included the UI/UX expert, system domain expert, health system expert, hybrid mobile app developer was conducted through heuristic evaluation, whereby specific tasks on the prototype of clinical coding and grouping m-Health app were tested and given feedback side-by-side with the developed usability guidelines. As for the end-users, which were doctors and lecturers in public health and clinical coding, a cognitive walkthrough was carried out. A set of tasks and instructions were given to the two doctors to navigate and test the prototype and comment on the guidelines, and their feedback and suggestions were recorded.
guidelines and the prototype were further improved and enhanced. Thematic analysis was used to analyse the theoretical, empirical, and usability data. The Nvivo software was utilised to digitally process the analysis of contents from the interviews with four industrial practitioners, heuristic evaluation and interviews with four experts, and cognitive walkthrough and interviews with two doctors. The interviews between the participants were conducted in Malay and translated into English during the transcription process. Thematic analyses were performed by skimming through the transcripts and finding meaningful themes across the data, forming the foundation of the usability guidelines.

Table 1: Participants’ Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Field of Expertise</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Years of Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| P1   | Industrial practitioner | • UI Designer- Mobile Application  
• Usability of Mobile Application | UI Designer | Five years |
| P2   | Industrial practitioner | • Android Mobile App Development | Mobile App Developer | Four years |
| P3   | Industrial practitioner | • (UI/UX Design)  
• (Usability of Web and Application Systems) | User interface/User experience (UI/UX) (UI/UX Designer) | Four years |
| P4   | Industrial practitioner | • Software Testing  
• Software Development Process | Automation Tester Engineer | Five years |
| E1   | Expert | • User Interface/User Experience (UI/UX) | UI/UX Expert | 22 years |
| E2   | Expert | • System domain expert (clinical coding and grouping system) | Chief Group Executive Officer | 25 years |
| E3   | Expert | • Health system expert - Web dan mobile apps | Senior SAP Consultant | 17 years |
| E4   | Expert | • m-Health developer expert | Hybrid Mobile App Developer | 10 years |
| U1   | End-user | • Doctor (Public health and clinical coding) | Doctor and Senior Lecturer in Public Health Medicine at University Malaya Medical Centre (UMMC) and USIM Health Centre | 10 years |
| U2   | End-user | • Doctor (Public health and clinical coding) | Doctor and Senior Lecturer in Public Health Medicine at University Malaya Medical Centre (UMMC) and USIM Health Centre | 10 years |
RESULTS

Thematic analysis
The thematic analysis of the transcriptions of the interviews and usability evaluations produced important emerging themes: legibility and readability that included the sub-theme font, icon, label and logo, buttons and visual design consisting of the sub-theme, theme and style, illustration and colour as shown in Figure 2. These themes were a few of the important usability components in developing the guidelines that are important for mobile app developers and designers to use as guidance when developing the clinical-based m-Health app in the future. The medium-fidelity prototype for the clinical coding and grouping m-Health app was developed in the study to act as supplementary to the guidelines, as displayed in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Themes Obtained from Thematic Analysis

Figure 3: Prototype for The Clinical Coding and Grouping M-Health App
Legibility and Readability: Font, Icon, Label and Logo

Font
The majority of industry practitioners agreed with the type of font selected in the early stages of the prototype for the m-Health app of clinical coding and grouping, which was the Nunito font with a sans serif typeface. The sans serif typeface is a typeface that has no serif. A serif is a small decorative part perpendicular to (or angled at) the end of the stem of the letter. Based on past studies, the sans serif typeface-type fonts were faster and easier to read than serif typefaces when shown on a digital screen. Three out of four industrial practitioners suggested the prototype to be tested with the guidelines among senior healthcare professionals aged 45 years and above so that the inclusivity feature can be tested as well.

"Yes, the types, sizes and fonts which are Nunito in the app are suitable for all ages as their size and text contrast are already large enough but need to be tested with the elderly healthcare users in the future. The type, size and color of the fonts used are also easy to read and clear." - Industry Practitioner (P1) - UI Designer

However, there was a difference of opinion between industry practitioners and experts where the experts disagreed with the type and size of the font chosen, which was the Nunito font because of its wide width, whimsical theme and the possibility of taking a large amount of space on the app. The wide font size was incompatible as the app's content had to display extensive information. The UI/UX expert and the system domain expert suggested a more robust and thinner font, which was the Roboto or Inter font that belongs to the sans serif typeface as an improvement to the previous Nunito font. The end users had suggested that the font in certain areas be increased to be easily readable.

"Inter and Roboto have a variety of font weights and are versatile and professional, compared to Nunito, which is a whimsical and playful font. So, using Roboto or Inter fonts suits the app’s serious theme more than Nunito. For example, for important text, you can choose a solid or bold font; for less important information, you can choose a medium or regular font". - Expert (E1) - UI/UX Expert

Icon
Accurate, clear and easily identifiable icons that match the overall theme of this m-Health were required to maintain the overall consistency of the design. All four industry practitioners agreed with the choice of icons in this app except for the Group icon and the use of various icon families, which needed improvement to avoid confusion. In addition, these four industry practitioners have also provided several constructive recommendations to improve the quality of font sub-components, thus improving the legibility and readability of the m-Health app. The experts all agreed with the icons and emphasized the importance of visual hierarchy, whereby the most essential information was displayed with a much bigger size and colourful icons such as the ‘How can we help you?’ section on the Home page, which was the main page, and other colourful icons were avoided in sections below that. The UI/UX expert and the mobile app developer industrial practitioner emphasized using consistent icon families across the app, such as solid and regular. Solid icons should be implemented when healthcare users click the icon, while regular icons are set when users do not click the icon. Other industrial practitioners and end-users had suggested the icon size in certain areas was too small and needed to be enlarged, and icons like Group and Coding required to be simplified to increase their understandability.

"The design of the icon needs to be simplified because it is a bit confusing. For example, the icon for Group is complicated but saved by the label underneath. These family icons are somewhat inconsistent and need to be standardized further." - Industry Practitioner (P2) - Mobile App Developer

Label
The label component was a complement to the icon component in the app. Industry practitioners, experts and end-users had agreed that the labels on icons were clear and much needed to improve the understanding and usability of the app. One of the industrial practitioners, the test engineer and the UI/UX expert suggested adding a line or divider to separate the ‘Patient Information’ and ‘Clinical Information’ on the app’s Review page. A short description below the label ‘Group’ button was added to enhance the understandability of the feature as suggested by the UI/UX expert.

"Yes, with the label on the icon will increase the legibility and readability because not everyone can understand the meaning of the icon. It is a good precaution to add labels to meet the understanding of all healthcare professionals." - Expert (E3) - Health System Expert

Logo
The logo is part of the branding theme of any app. Therefore, the theme, font, and all details on the logo should be the same and suitable for the m-Health for clinical coding and grouping to maintain overall uniformity. The experts mentioned that the logo component also impacted users’ first impressions because it is the
first component they encounter when they open the app. The app's logo was placed on the splash screen which was the first page of the app when the healthcare users open them.

"The logo is clear and appropriate. Please add the letter "I" to the medical cross sign to symbolize health information system." - Expert (E2) - System Domain Expert

Buttons
All the industry practitioners agreed that the buttons used in the m-Health app were clear, readable, and had a suitable touch target area. All the buttons did not cause users trouble like the 'fat fingers' issue when clicking the buttons. The buttons of the app were divided into primary, secondary, and tertiary. The primary button, or the main button was designed to be the main colour of the app, which was blue, while the secondary button was set up to a white colour with a blue border and the tertiary button was represented as a blue text. The buttons were arranged in stacks because the design saved much more space than a horizontal arrangement.

"The size of the button in the is all okay. Please remove the ‘Save’ button and add the ‘Group’ button with the ‘Save’ and ‘Cancel’ so that users continue to store the patient’s clinical information after performing the Group function". - Industry Practitioner (P4) - Automation test engineer

Visual design: Theme and style, Illustration and Colour

Theme and style
The themes and styles implemented in this m-Health app were consistent, minimal and professional across all pages. All the industrial practitioners, experts and end-users agreed that the app’s themes and styles were designed to be user-friendly and neat to avoid distractions and improve the focus of the healthcare users when navigating the app.

"The theme and style of this app is consistent overall and looks neat and professional. I’m calm looking at this app. The app is smooth." - End User (U1) - Doctor

"I like the theme and style of this app. In my opinion, the App is user-friendly, easy to use and self-explanatory." - End User (U2) - Doctor

Illustration
The illustrations implemented in the app were in the onboarding and the pop-up messages. The usage of illustrations was balanced, appropriate and relevant so that it does not distract the users from the main content of the m-Health app. The addition of illustrations added an attractive value and cheerfulness to the app. The use of copyrighted illustrations was also avoided in this app to steer clear of copyright infringements and issues with third-party lawsuits.

"I can see that the illustrations in this app are available in onboarding and pop-up messages, it is beautiful and adds a cheerful element to the m-Health app." - Expert (E4) - Hybrid Mobile App Developer

Colour
The main colour used in the m-Health was blue. The colour chosen was a primary colour and the blue colour instilled a sense of trust among end-users in the study. It was also appropriate and neutral which suits all users including colour-blind and older users. Grey and white colour that was also used to complement the primary blue colour of the app. All the industrial practitioners, experts and end-users were in unison on the use of colors for this app because of its suitability for all types of users but suggested that further testing should be carried out in the future to improve the app’s accessibility and inclusivity.

"The overall use of colour is in accordance with my profession as a doctor. It is professional and serious, making me trust to use this app while doing my task." - End User (U2) - Doctor

DISCUSSION

Legibility and Readability: Font, Icon, Label and Logo

Font
The m-Health app had used fonts with appropriate size, professional typeface, and a professional font type that fits the user's target audience: healthcare users, which had been emphasized by past researchers \(^{23,24}\). The font's minimum size on this m-Health app design was 16 pixels, reaching a maximum of 24 pixels. The 16-18 pixels size was appropriate and smaller for pages or sub-pages with extensive information, such as the top tab bar navigation sub-pages, i.e., Personal, Clinical, Review, Group, Export, and Home page. The Register, Login, and Profile pages did not have as much content, so they should have bigger font sizes of at least 18-24 pixels.

Icon
Past researchers supported that the icon element needed to be well designed as it affects the motivation of users to download a certain app\(^{25,26}\). The pixel recommendation for icon design on this m-Health app was 16 pixels. The goal was for healthcare users to use the zoom-in feature on their mobile devices without the icon becoming distorted, allowing them to understand it easily. The pixel size on all icons on the m-Health app had a width of 16.85 pixels and a length of 19.49 pixels.
CONCLUSION

The current study highlights the few usability components that made up the guidelines for designing the m-Health app for clinical coding and grouping. The prototype for the m-Health app that covered the features of clinical coding and grouping was also developed. The usability guidelines and prototype can guide researchers and developers to develop the clinical-based m-Health app in the future. It is suggested that the guidelines and prototype be tested on other m-Health apps with similar functionalities among more experts and audiences such as older and colour-blind healthcare users to strengthen the validity of the guidelines and produce a robust, inclusive and accessible app. The current prototype was also in its medium-fidelity stage and can be expanded to a high-functioning prototype and tested in a hospital setting so that the testing process can be conducted comprehensively and accurately.
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